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The diverse range of cellular functions is performed by a limited number of
protein folds existing in nature. One may similarly expect that cellular
functional diversity would be covered by a limited number of protein–
protein interface architectures. Here, we present 8205 interface clusters, each
representing a unique interface architecture. This data set of protein–protein
interfaces is analyzed and compared with older data sets. We observe that
the number of both biological and crystal interfaces increases significantly
compared to the number of Protein Data Bank entries. Furthermore, we find
that the number of distinct interface architectures grows at amuch faster rate
than the number of folds and is yet to level off.We further analyze the growth
trend of the functional coverage by constructing functional interaction
networks from interfaces. The functional coverage is also found to steadily
increase. Interestingly, we also observe that despite the diversity of interface
architectures, some are more favorable and frequently used, and of
particular interest, are the ones that are also preferred in single chains.
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Introduction

Most molecular and cellular processes are con-
trolled by protein–protein interactions. Deciphering
the mechanism of protein interactions is crucial for
the comprehension of the large-scale organization of
the cells and their biological pathways (recently
reviewed in Ref. 1). Recent studies have discovered
thousands of novel protein interactions, changing

our perception of the cellular organization. Protein
interactions change during development and in
response to external stimuli. Therefore, the interac-
tion networks they form are dynamic, regulating and
supporting each other. Antigen–antibody recogni-
tion, enzyme substrate binding, hormone receptor
binding, RNA splicing, DNA replication, transcrip-
tion, and signaling pathways are some examples of
the diverse and complex biological processes domi-
nated by protein–protein interactions. Pioneering
studies on the mechanism of protein–protein recog-
nition provided insights into the properties of
different types of protein–protein complexes and
the principles of the interactions.2–4 Protein–protein
interactions can take place between identical and
nonidentical chains (homo- or heterocomplexes) and
can be obligate or nonobligate.3 The lifetime of the
interaction can be classified into transient or perma-
nent.5 Such classifications assist in studies of the
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relationship between protein recognition and their
biological functions.3,5,6
It was proposed that there are approximately 1000

types of protein folds in nature.7 It is remarkable
how,with such a relatively small number, nature can
still perform the immense functional diversity. In a
similar vein, it was stated that currently there are
700–800 known protein folds and despite an expo-
nential increase in the number of structures, the
increase in folds is leveling off, whichmakes the 1000
fold estimate still hold.8 Since proteins generally
associate with each other to carry out their functions,
the next obvious questions to ask are (i) how many
different protein–protein interaction types exist in
nature that will allow the diversity in biological
processes and (ii) what fraction of the interaction
types is already known toward elucidation of the
cell's organization. Aloy and Russell estimated that
there should be 10,000 protein–protein interaction
types based on distinct structural types of the folds
that associate.8 They defined the “interaction type”
as the interaction equivalent of a protein fold. This
number does not include antibody–antigen interac-
tions, membrane proteins, protein–peptide com-
plexes and “very special” interactions. As a result,
they estimated that in 2004, 1800 of the 10,000 types
of interactions would already be known with the
number expected to increase at a rate of 250 new
interactions per year.
Interactions between proteins take place through

their interfaces. The number of distinct protein inter-
action types should be related to the number of dis-
tinct protein interfaces. Thus, identification of
different protein interfaces can provide information
regarding how close we are to the limit in the number
of interaction types. Protein interfaces have long been
studied at both the protein and the domain levels.
They have been represented as interface data sets9,10
and deposited into databases such as PiBASE,11 Inter-
Pare,12 SCOPPI,13 SCOWLP,14 3did15 and iPfam.16 In-
terfaces are extracted from multichain X-ray or NMR
structures.However, not all the complex structures in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB)17 are biologically rele-
vant. Some are crystal packing interactions and may
cause noise in analyses. A number of studies
addressed the problem of distinguishing between
biological and crystal packing interfaces. In the
protein quaternary structure (PQS) database, Henrick
and Thornton define crystal packing interfaces by
assigning a cutoff value (400 Å2) in the buried surface
area.18 Based on the assumption that the biological
interfaces are more conserved than nonbiological
interfaces, Valdar and Thornton19 suggested that
interfaces can be distinguished by residue conserva-
tion. Zhu et al.20 proposed that the amino acid and
chemical composition of the interfaces are also useful
in identification of crystal packing interfaces. Using a
combination of interface properties in a support
vector machine application, NOXclass distinguishes
biological and nonbiological interfaces reaching an
accuracy of 91.8% based on three parameters (inter-
face area, interface area ratio and area-based amino
acid composition).20

Large-scale protein–protein interface and interac-
tion data sets allow analyses of interface properties,
such as sequential and structural conservation,
residue propensities, interface size, shape and
complementarity (reviewed in Refs. 21,22). These
provide insight into the types and evolutionary
history of protein interactions. Permanent interfaces
are more hydrophobic than transient interfaces and
evolve more slowly.23 Binding site residues are
closer to the center of mass than the nonbinding
surface residues24 and can be predicted by local
statistical properties of the protein surface.25 Inter-
faces can be used as a framework for prediction of
interactions providing clues to protein recognition
mechanisms.26,27 Phylogenetic trees, which incorpo-
rate information on the evolutionary history of the
species, also were used to distinguish between
protein interactions.28

In this article, we present our current data set of
protein–protein interfaces and its comparison with
the older data sets (1994 and 2002). We examine (i)
whether the increase in the number of unique
interface architectures is leveling off and (ii) whether
the functional coverage and the functional interac-
tion maps in the PDB are complete. The increase
from 1629 interfaces and 351 nonredundant clus-
tered architectures in 199410 to 21,686 interfaces and
3799 clusters in 20029 to currently 34,817 PDB
structures, which contain 15,268 multimeric struc-
tures, with 49,512 protein interfaces leading to 8205
structurally distinct clusters allows us to carry out
such a study. We further annotate the interfaces as
biological or crystal and compare the yearly growth
of each type of protein interfaces. The number of
interface clusters is found to increase at a much
faster rate compared to the number of protein folds
and is yet to reach a plateau. The functional co-
verage of the interactions is also found to increase
continuously in the PDB, leveling off during the last
years, although there is a significant number of
missing interactions among these functions.

Results and Discussion

In our current data set†, we started with 49,512
two-chain interfaces extracted from the February
2006 version of PDB. The hierarchical clustering of
the interface architectures resulted in 8205 interface
clusters. One of the members is designated as the
representative interface of the cluster.

Biological and crystal interfaces

Protein interactions can occur between homo- or
heterodimeric chains, and the interactions can be
obligate or nonobligate depending on whether the
monomers are stable on their own. In order to
perform meaningful analysis, one needs to be sure
that the interfaces studied are obtained from

†http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/interface
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biological complexes. To characterize the interfaces
in our data set, we separate them into biological
versus crystal and obligatory versus nonobligatory
by using NOXclass.20 Table 1 summarizes the re-
sults for all data sets (current, 2002, and 1994): the
first row gives the number of structures available in
the PDB on the date studied; the second row
provides the number of PDB entries containing
multiple chains. The total number of interfaces and
interfaces coming from homo- and heterodimers are
also presented. The number of characterized inter-
faces by NOXclass is given. Note that this number is
smaller than the total [since some complexes do not
have conservation scores from CONSURF,29 gap
volume indices, or the accessible surface area (ASA)
of some large proteins cannot be calculated by
NACCESS and thus cannot be classified by NOX-
class]. In the current data set, 17,210 and 10,545
interfaces are annotated as biological or nonbiolo-
gical, correspondingly. Of the biological ones,
14,501 and 2709 are found to be obligate and
nonobligate, respectively. The relatively high num-
ber of crystal interfaces suggests that one needs to
be careful when using large-scale interface data sets.
Almost half of the interfaces might be artifacts of
crystallography or the high concentrations of the
proteins studied‡.
We further note that we eliminate interfaces

formed by nonglobular folds, antigen–antibody
complexes, membrane proteins, synthetic and theo-
retical proteins and protein–peptide complexes
(chains under 100 residues with no Structural
Classification of Proteins (SCOP) domains). Out of
those 17,210 biological interfaces, following filtering
we obtain 9873 biologically relevant interfaces
between globular folds, which form 1901 interface
clusters. We call this remaining data set the filtered
set. In the 2002 and 1994 data sets, the numbers of
filtered clusters were 1006 and 84, respectively.

The growth trend of protein–protein interfaces

The old data sets extracted in 1994 and 20029,10

and the current data set (2006) are compared. The
substantial increase in interfaces makes the newly
generated data set more diverse. Table 2 shows the
change in the number of PDB structures, interfaces,
clusters and SCOP families.30 The number of inter-
face clusters increases from 351 (in 1994) to 3799
(in 2002) to 8205 (in 2006). The number of PDB entries
increases from 2814 to 18,687 to 34,817.
The generation of the current data set with new

PDB structures illustrates both (i) an increase in the
number of interface clusters, i.e., newly discovered
interface architectures and (ii) an increase in the
population of clusters, i.e., more interfaces with a
given architecture. Figure 1 presents the increases in
the number of different SCOP families, interfaces,
distinct interface clusters and PDB structures over
the years. Since three points are insufficient for
obtaining reliable growth rates, we map the three
points to annual data points. In order to find these
annual growth points, we assign clusters to a
particular year if the representative or any of the
member structures in the clusters were available in
the corresponding year in the PDB. Figure 1a dis-
plays the growth trends of the PDB structures as
well as overall, biological and crystal interfaces. In
all cases, the growth trends are significant with the
interfaces following a faster increase. The same re-
sult was obtained in a previous study based on
domain–domain interfaces.31 Note that some of the
interfaces could not be annotated as crystal or bio-
logical; therefore the number of interfaces is higher
than the sum of the biological and crystal interfaces
in the present study. Figure 1b presents the increase
ratio in protein families from SCOP, protein interface
clusters and PDB entries. Clearly, there is a rapid
increase in the number of interfaces and interface
clusters when compared with the increase in the
number of SCOP families and PDB structures. Thus,
the currently available clusters suggest a broad
diversity. In the 12-year period from 1994 to 2006,
while there is an ∼13-fold increase in the number of
PDB entries, the number of biological interfaces has
increased ∼30-fold. Considering the number of PDB
entries and the number of interfaces (or, similarly,
SCOP families compared to the interface clusters)
of the three data sets, we observe an exponential

‡The characteristics of interfaces are available at
http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/interface. Domain classifica-
tions of the constituent chains are provided in this link.

Table 1. Content of the current and old data sets

2006 2002 1994

Structures (PDB) 34,817 18,687 2814
Interface containing PDB structures 15,268 7243 747
No. of interfaces 49,512 21,686 1629
No. of homodimers 31,990 13,082 766
No. of heterodimers 17,522 8018 746
No. of interfaces characterized

by NOXclass
27,755 11,749 1022

Nonbiological interfaces 10,545 4172 340
Biological interfaces 17,210 7577 672
Obligate interactions 14,501 6333 522
Nonobligate interactions 2709 1244 150

No. of clusters 8205 3799 351
Filtering nonglobular proteins

(considering only 17210 biological interfaces)
No. of interfaces 9873 4346 316
No. of clusters 1901 1006 84

Table 2. Number of PDB structures, interfaces, interface
clusters and protein families for each data set

Data set
No. of PDB
structures

Two-chain
interfaces

No. of
interface
clusters

SCOP
protein
families

1994 (Ref. 10) 2814 1629 351 850
(in 1997)

2002 (Ref. 9) 18,687 21,686 3799 1827
(in 2002)

2006
(current work)

34,817 49,512 8205 2845
(in 2005)
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increase; however, the increase in the number of
interface clusters is much faster than in the number
of SCOP families. This rapid increase in the number
of interface clusters may also be the result of the
rapid growth in the determination of the large
multichain complexes, which contain more than one
interface. Figure 1c illustrates the annual growth
rate of the filtered interface set. The exponential
increase in the cumulative number of biological
interface clusters (and the annual increase of biologi-
cal interface clusters) is also observed when only
globular proteins are considered.
If we consider that these unique representative

interface architectures (clusters) are related to the
interaction types in the PDB as proposed by Aloy
and Russell,8 our results are in agreement with
theirs. They proposed that eventually 10,000 inter-
action types would be observed and the interaction
types would grow by 200–300 per year starting from
the mid-nineties. Our results show that starting from
1999, the average annual growth rate of the filtered
interfaces has been around 250 per year.
The chain-level interfaces are also mapped to their

domains to extract domain–domain interfaces in the
interchain interactions. InFig. 1d, thedomain–domain
interface growth rate is illustrated for interchain
interfaces for both the biological and the overall

interface data set. A growth trend similar to the
increase of chain-level interfaces is observed between
the years 1999 and 2005. We further analyze the
increase in the number of interfaces with increase in
the number of folds between 1999 and 2006 by
comparing the annual increase in biological new
interface clusters and SCOP folds (Fig. 1e).We observe
that interface clusters grow faster than the folds.
In addition to the substantial increase in the

number of clusters, not surprisingly there is also
an increase in the cluster populations (Fig. 2).
Currently, the cluster populations are larger than
in 2002. The largest cluster in 2002 had 281 members
that increased to 421 in 2006, suggesting frequent
usage of the same favorable interface motifs. In 2002,
2946 clusters (out of 3799) had less than 5 members;
in 2006 data set 6424 clusters (out of 8205) had less
than 5 members. Furthermore, in the 2006 set there
were 6 clusters with more than 300 members. No
such cluster was present in 2002.

Other interface databases

Table 3 compares three recent interface databases
and the one presented here. The first row lists the
name of the databases. The next rows show the
attributes of the databases, such as interface level

Fig. 1. (a) The increase trend in
the number of the PDB structures
and in the number of interfaces—
overall, biological and crystal. Note
that some of the interfaces could not
be annotated as crystal or biological,
therefore the number of interfaces is
higher than the sum of the biological
and crystal interfaces. (b) Presenta-
tion of the increase ratio in protein
families (available in SCOP), protein
interface clusters and PDB entries.
This figure shows the changes in
proteins and their interfaces in a 12-
year period. (c) Representation of the
exponential increase in the number
of the filtered biological data set
representatives and the annual
increase in filtered biological inter-
face clusters. We eliminate the inter-
faces belonging to membrane
proteins and antibodies, interfaces
where one side is a peptide or the
number of residues is less than 100,
and call this data set as the filtered
set. Note that 2006 data were
obtained in the beginning of the
year, so does not represent the
complete year. (d) The increasing
trend of interchain domain–domain
interfaces both for all structures and
for the filtered biological structures.
The numbers are obtained by pro-
jecting the number of the deposited
structures annually onto our inter-
face clusters. (e) The annual increase
of biological interface clusters and
SCOP folds.
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(where the interfaces are extracted from, either
chains or domains), and some key aspects of the
databases. All the databases (SCOPPI, CBM,
PIBASE) in the table represent interfaces between
domains. Protein structures in SCOPPI13 are taken
from PQS18 to generate domain–domain interfaces.
In SCOPPI, interfaces are clustered geometrically.
The resulting domain–domain interfaces can be
filtered explicitly according to their ΔASA and
sequence identity. The conserved binding mode
(CBM) data set is constructed by using structural

alignment32 of domains. Interacting domain pairs
from different organisms are clustered to obtain
unique interface geometries. If two or more
members in the resulting clusters have similar
interface locations, they are defined as conserved
binding modes. By using the CBM, the authors
distinguish between biological interactions and
crystal packing interactions. In PiBase,11 interfaces
are generated by using the PDB and PQS18

databases. To remove redundancy, interfaces are
further eliminated according to an ASA threshold

Fig. 2. Representation of the
enlargement in the cluster sizes.
Our current data set is colored
blue, and the 2002 data set is colored
maroon.

Fig. 1 (legend on previous page)
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(300 Å2) and duplicated domain–domain inter-
actions. Protein complexes, interfaces and binding
sites are clustered by their topologies.

Examples of similar architectures in interfaces
and folds

Previous studies have indicated that protein bind-
ing and protein folding are similar processes.33–36

Forces that stabilize a protein fold are also responsible
for protein–protein associations. Tsai et al. showed
that the global features of the architectural motifs,
present in monomers, recur in the interfaces.36 They
further found that interfaces derived from two-state
complexes, where the chains fold cooperatively,
display higher similarity to architectures in protein
cores compared to the three-state complexes, where
the folds first fold and then associate.36

When the two sides of the 10 most crowded
interface clusters (20 binding sides) in the current
data set are investigated, we see that 6 of these are
helical, 11 are composed of both helices and
strands, whereas 3 are formed by strands. Similarly,
in the 2002 data set, when the most crowded 10
clusters are studied, 7 of the 20 sides are solely
helical; 8 are composed of both helices and strands,
whereas 5 are formed by strands. Thus, combina-
tions of helices and strands are commonly used in
the interfaces and there is a slight preference for
helices compared to strands. When the top 10
clusters from the two data sets are compared,
clusters with an RNA binding protein, a ferritin and
an antibody representative are found to be absent
in the 2002 data set but emerged in the current
data set.

To observe similarities between single-chain folds
and interface architectures, we compare the repre-
sentative interfaces of the top 10 populated clusters
with the most populated folds in SCOP. A recent
study emphasized that the most populated folds in
SCOP do not necessarily have high sequence simi-
larity.37 Here, the same holds for interface clusters.
In SCOP, the most populated folds are the immu-
noglobulin-like (represented by PDB ID 1fna),
Rossman (represented by PDB ID 3chy), TIM barrel
(PDB ID 1ypi), jelly roll (PDB ID 1sac), α–β plait
(PDB ID 1ris), three-helix bundle (PDB ID 1enh),
globin (PDB ID 1a6n), and β-grasp (PDB ID 1pgb)
folds.38 MultiProt39 is used to compare the struc-
tures of these single-chain folds with the interface
architectures. Interestingly, the most popular folds
in single chains are those architectures that are most
populated in the interfaces. Table 4 gives the RMSD
values and the number of matching residues be-
tween the folds and the interfaces of the five best
matches. For example, 1o1pAD is a representative
interface composed of helices. When it is compared
with the three-helix bundle fold (1enh), 38 out of 54
residues in 1enhmatch structurallywith the residues
in 1o1pAD. The RMSD value is 1.86 Å (considering
Cα atoms) for this match, which is an appropriate
value to declare that the structure of the interface
1o1pAD is similar to that of the three-helix bundle
fold. In Fig. 3, the ribbon diagrams and the matching
parts of 1enh and 1o1pAD are shown. The red parts
are structurally matched residues; the yellow parts
are unmatched residues. The figure highlights this
similarity visually. Additional data for this match are
provided in Supplementary Fig. S5. Another example
is the similarity between 1djrDE and 1ris, as shown in

Table 3. Comparison of the current protein interface data sets

SCOPPI CBM PIBASE PRINT (Current data set)

Reference Winter et al.13 Shoemaker et al.32 Davis et al.11

Availability http://www.scoppi.org/ http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml

http://alto.compbio.
ucsf.edu/pibase/

http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr

Interface level Domain level Domain level Domain level,
inter–intra contact

Chain level

Interface
extraction
method

Atomic distance Atomic distance Atomic distance Atomic distance

Query type Search by SCOP
family, superfamily,

etc., PDB ID,
keywords

Search by PDB ID,
sequence, keyword

Search by domain ID,
PDB ID

Interface ID or PDB ID

Redundancy
removal

PQS, the sequence
identity and ΔASA

PQS Crystal structures
(PQS)

Crystal structures
(NOXclass)

Clustering Structural clustering Structural clustering Clustering according
to complex, binding
site and interface

topology

Structural clustering
by geometric hashing
algorithm (Multiprot)

Interface
characterization

ΔASA, interaction
type, contact volume,
conservation, domain

description, etc.

Domain description,
links to conserved

domains

Interface area (polar,
nonpolar), cluster
number, inter- or

intradomain
interaction

Homo–hetero dimer,
interface area,
gap volume,
conservation,
hot spot data,
interaction type

(obligate, nonobligate)
residue propensities,

cluster number
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Fig. 4. The RMSD value for this match (Table 4) is
1.92 Å for the 58-residue match.
Figure 5 also illustrates two more examples of the

correspondence between folding and binding. In
these figures, the same coloring scheme is used as in
previous examples with the red parts being the
structurally matched residues. The RMSD value for

the structural match between 1z6oAE and 1a6n,
shown in Fig. 5a, is 1.84 Å for 62 residues. In Fig. 5b,
the similarity between the upper part of the 1ncwLH
and the immunoglobulin fold 1fna can be distin-
guished visually. The result of the structural match-
ing between 1ncwLH and 1fna supports this
similarity. Fifty-two of the 91 residues of 1fna

Table 4. Comparison of the most populated folds with the representative interfaces of the most populated clusters

Fold PDB ID SCOP code Fold size (aa) Interface PDB ID Interface size (aa) No. of matched residues RMSD (Å)

1ris d.58.14.1 97 1djrDE 119 58 1.92
1enh a.4.1.1 54 1o1pAD 156 38 1.86
1a6n a.1.1.2 151 1z6oAE 131 62 1.84
1fna b.1.2.1 91 1ncwLH 215 52 1.70
1pgb d.15.7.1 56 1nh0AB 130 31 2.00

“aa” is the number of amino acids. The interface PDB ID nomenclature is the PDB code followed by the two chains. Thus, for the first
interface entry, 1djr is the PDB code for the complex, and the interface is between chains D and E. The number of matched residues is
taken from Multiprot's32 output.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the 1o1pAD interface architecture with the 1enh (three-helix bundle fold) single-chain fold. In
(a), the ribbon diagram of the interface named 1o1pAD is shown on the left. The cyan-colored part is from chain A; the
orange-colored part is from chain D. On the right, the ribbon diagram of the three-helix bundle fold (1enh) is shown. In (b),
the matching parts between 1o1pAD and 1enh are shown (38 residues). The red-colored parts are the matching parts of
the interfaces and folds; the yellow-colored parts are the unmatched ones.

791Architectures and Functions of Protein Interfaces
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match with the residues of 1ncwLH. The RMSD
between these 52 matched residues is 1.70 Å. These
examples illustrate that there exist structural resem-
blances between protein folds and interfaces with
slight variances.

Functional interaction networks constructed
from biological interfaces

It is the functional and modular organization of
interactomes that controls the complexity of the
organisms.40 To analyze the functional coverage of
the PDB, we generate the functional interaction
network. The network is constructed by assigning
first-level GO functions41 to proteins that constitute
the interface representatives. The functional net-
works of the previous data sets are also constructed
to detect the progress in the functional coverage of
the data sets and to compare them with each other.
The interaction network of the functional classes

of the filtered data set are formed by using the first-
level GO functions.41 First-level molecular functions
with their function IDs are given in Fig. 6. The
comparison of the putative functional interaction

networks of three interface data sets (1994, 2002 and
the current) are shown in Fig. 7 (upper panel). As
expected, we observe that pairwise functional
interactions between binding and other classes and
also between catalytic activity and other classes are
high in the networks, since most of the proteins are
annotated with these two GO functions. To show the
development of the functional coverage more
clearly, binding and catalytic activity and their
connections are removed in the figures (the interac-
tion networks with catalytic activity and binding are
provided in Supplementary Fig. S3. The chronolo-
gical progress of functional interaction networks in
Fig. 7 demonstrates the growth of the PDB-based
functional network in the 12-year period. We
observe that functional interactions are increasingly
being discovered in the last few years. In 1994, five
function nodes interacted with themselves resulting
in a total of 5 interactions. There was no connection
among them. In 2002, the number of nodes (func-
tional classes) and interaction numbers (edges
between functions) increased to 10 and 18, respec-
tively. In 2006, the number of nodes and the number
of edges increase to 11 and 20, respectively. The

Fig. 4. Comparison of the 1djrDE interface architecture with the 1ris (α–β plait) single-chain fold. In (a), on the left the
ribbon diagram of the interface named 1djrDE is shown colored according to the chains. The cyan-colored part is from
chain D; the orange-colored part is from chain E. On the right, the ribbon diagram of the α–β plait fold (1ris) is shown. In
(b), the matching parts between 1djrDE and 1ris are shown (58 residues). The red parts are the matching parts of the
interfaces and folds; the yellow parts are the unmatched parts of the structures.
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chemoattractant and -repellant activities are still not
present. On the other hand, in the 2002 data set, the
pairwise interactions between the antioxidant activ-
ity (node ID 1) and transporter activity (node ID 19)
and motor activity (node ID 11) with itself were not
yet formed. In these networks, some functional
interactions are more frequent as indicated by a high
number of interface clusters used for the corre-
sponding functional interaction (the numbers on the
edges); for example, in the current network, two
interface clusters are observed between structural
molecular activity (node ID 15) and translational
regulator activity (node ID 18) functions, whereas 19
different clusters are involved between molecular
transducer activity (node ID 10) and transcriptional
regulator activity (node ID 17). Overall, the number
of interface clusters used in different functional
interactions is not uniform and vary significantly,
resulting in different weights for edges.
In summary, with the new PDB structures and

new interactions, the functional network has started
to grow. The growth rates are shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 7. In this figure, the 2006 data set is
mapped to different years to get annual growth
rates. The open squares represent the functions
(nodes in the network) including catalytic activity
and binding covered annually, whereas the black
diamonds show the number of interactions between
the functions (edges of the network). The figure

shows that functional coverage has started to grow
slowly, yet there are still unconnected functional
classes that indicate that this network will continue
to develop in the coming years. However, the
number of interactions between the functions
increases continuously; there is a jump in 2002 that
corresponds to the completion of several genomes or
the starting outcome of structural genomics.42,43

In order to assess the coverage of the functional
interactions from PDB interfaces, we compare it
with functional interaction networks from gold
standard protein–protein interaction data that do
not have structural constraints. A previous study
showed that the top-level GO molecular functions
are similarly distributed in the structural database
(PDB) and in the proteins of the human genome.44

We construct similar functional interaction networks
starting with the gold standard protein–protein
interaction data of Jansen et al.45 and the Human
Protein Reference Database (HPRD),46,47 In the gold
standard networks (Supplementary Fig. S1a), nine
of the essential functions are mostly connected to
each other. In the HPRD network (Supplementary
Fig. S1b), 12 functional classes with 71 pairwise
interactions are covered. We can assume that the
PDB will eventually reach the same level of connec-
tivity, with all functional nodes covered. Never-
theless, it is difficult to estimate when the completed
network of structural protein function interactions

Fig. 5. Twomore examples for similarity between folding and binding architectures. Coloring scheme as in Figs. 3 and
4. (a) Similarity between globin fold (1a6n) and the interface 1z6oAE. (b) Similarity between immunoglobin-like fold
(1fna) and the interface 1ncwLH.
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will be reached. Clearly, the growth rate will
increase with the progress in structural genomics
and completion of new genomes. If we assume that
the growth trend will not change in the future, by
extrapolating the growth rate we speculate that the
complete function interaction coverage in the PDB
will be attained in about 10 years leading to 17,000
different interface architectures (see Supplementary
Material). However, we should note that each edge
of the functional interaction network can be
represented by an unpredictable number of inter-
face clusters, so even if the structural interactome
already covers all edges of the function interaction
network, new interface clusters can still be dis-
covered.

Gene fusion events observed in the data set

Gene or domain fusions are observed when two
separate proteins in one organism appear as a single
homologous fusion protein in another organism.
Similarly, two domain pairs that interact may belong
to a single chain in one species, whereas the same
domain pairs belong to different proteins in another
species.13 It was stated that the dominant mechan-
isms to have a diverse repertoire of proteins are gene
duplication, divergence and recombination.48 Gene
fusion was probably preferred, since it was much
faster and easier to create new proteins with
different functions by combining existing ones.

Even the new domains are observed to be related
to old ones that have been modified so that their
origin cannot be easily recognized.49 It is difficult to
find distant protein family relations based on
sequences only; on the other hand, three-dimen-
sional structures can help reveal such relations.
Close to 50% of the sequences in genomes are
homologous to proteins of known structures.50 For
instance, previously, Kim et al.31 found that two-
thirds of the domain fusions associate in the same
orientation, while the rest interact differently using
the interfaces among domains. Shoemaker et al.
found that usually the binding modes are conserved
among different organisms.32
Our structure-based clusters allow efficient detec-

tion of domain fusion events in the PDB. Given an
interface with multiple domains, one can detect
physically interacting domain pairs through the in-
terface they utilize. Instead of considering all two-
chain complexes, only the cluster representative
interfaces can be used to determine fusion events.
An example of gene fusion is seen in the enzyme
urease as shown in Fig. 8. SCOP version 1.6930 was
used to identify the domain classifications. The
enzyme is composed of four domains, a urease
gamma subunit (d.8.1.1), a urease beta subunit
(b.85.3.1), an alpha subunit of urease catalytic
domain (c.1.9.2), and an alpha subunit of urease
(b.92.1.1). The numbers in the parentheses are the
SCOP domain IDs. We compare the structures of the

Fig. 6. Functional interaction network constructed from the filtered biological interfaces. The network is built as
explained in theMethods section, using the filtered biological interfaces. In the network, each node is a first-level GO function
and each edge is an interaction between functions. Labels on the edges represent the number of unique architectures forming
this functional interaction. Binding and catalytic activity functional classes are overrepresented and are not shown in the
network to make the figure visually clearer. Currently, 13 of 19 functional classes are available in the PDB.Missing functions
are chaperone regulator activity, chemoattractant and repellent activities (IDs 5, 6 and 7), template for synthesis of G-rich
strand of telomere DNA activity (ID 16), together with obsolete molecular function (ID 13) and protein tag activity (ID 14).
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Fig. 7. The functional interaction network of the old and current data sets. The growing pattern of the networks is presented in the upper panel. The numbers next to the data
set year in parentheses represent the number of nodes and edges in the respective data sets (excluding the catalytic and binding activities). Details of the notations are provided in
Figs. 6 and 12. The graph in the bottom panel illustrates the annual increase in the number of functional classes (including catalytic activity and binding) and the interaction
between them with open squares and filled diamonds, respectively. The data points corresponding to 2006 are not used in the line fitting.
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enzyme from three different organisms: Klebsiella
aerogenes (PDB ID 1a5k), Bacillus pasteurii (PDB ID
1ubp) andHelicobacter pylori (PDB ID 1e9y). The beta
and gamma subunit domains are located on
separate chains in 1ubp and 1a5k but are fused in
1e9y and located in the same chain. As a result of
this possible fusion event, 1e9y produces only one
interface (1e9yAB), 1a5k produces two interfaces
(1a5kAC, 1a5kBC) and 1ubp produces three inter-
faces (1ubpAB, 1ubpBC, 1ubpAC). Although the
interactions between the gamma (d.8.1.1) and beta
subunits (b.85.3.1) are conserved in H. pylori and B.
pasteurii, there is no interaction between these
domains in K. aerogenes in PDB. However, the
absence of this interaction does not affect the
function of urease in the organism. As expected,
the surface area is small between the two mentioned
domains, thus, it is highly possible that the interface
between them is nonbiological and results from
crystal contacts. Our structure-based clustering
allows straightforward detection of such cases.
Interfaces 1a5kAC and 1ubpAC are in the same
cluster; 1e9yAB is a member of another cluster,
although 1e9yAB contains a similar interaction
between domains c.1.9.1, b.92.1.1 and d.8.1.1.
Another example for gene fusion in the current

data set is imidazole glycerophosphate synthase
enzyme (Fig. 9), observed also in other studies.13,51

This enzyme consists of two domains, the histidine
biosynthesis (c.1.2.1) and class I glutamine amido-
transferase (c.23.16.1). In Thermotoga maritime
(1gpwAB, 1gpwAD, 1gpwBE, 1gpwCD, 1gpwEF)
and Thermus thermophilus (1ka9FH), these two
domains interact while belonging to separate chains;
however, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (1jvnA, 1jvnB,

1ox4A, 1ox4B, 1ox5A, and 1ox5B) these two do-
mains are fused and interact in the same chain. In
Fig. 9, the proteins are colored by their chains.
Despite the S. cerevisiae gene fusion, these domains
interact in a way similar to the domains in other
species (T. maritime, T. thermophilus). 1gpw has six
chains that form five interfaces, whereas 1ka9 has
two chains forming a single interface in our data set.
We examine the interface data set and obtain 106

unique domain fusions between 114 domains at the
superfamily level of SCOP (see Supplementary Fig.
S4). We further observed a consistent trend that
primitive species prefer to have separate domains
(interchain domain interactions), but evolutionarily
advanced species prefer to fuse their related
domains (i.e., intrachain domain interactions).49

This trend may be the result of the crowded traffic
in the cells of higher organisms.

Conclusions

Comparison of the new 8205 interface-cluster data
set with the older (1994 and 2002) data sets indicates
that the number of interfaces (and clusters) has
increased through the 12-year period much more
rapidly than the available PDB structures (and
SCOP families). This growth largely stems from
the larger numbers of multichain and high mole-
cular weight proteins in the PDB. The increased
cluster diversity implies discovery of new interface
architectures; this is in addition to the observed
increase in similar interface structures, as indicated
by more populated clusters. The number of unique
interfaces continues to grow exponentially and has

Fig. 8. Gene fusion examples in urease enzymes. Gamma (d.8.1.1) and beta (b.85.3.1) subunits of the urease from B.
pasteurii (1ubp A and B) and H. pylori (1e9yA) interact in similar ways and function in urease activity. These domains do
not interact in K. aerogenes (1a5k A and B). The chains are in different colors for clarity.
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still not reached its upper limit. After elimination of
the peptides, membrane proteins, antigen–antibody
complexes and ligands, we currently end with 1901
unique interface clusters. Plotted against the older
data sets, we detect an increase in the unique type of
interface architectures at a rate of around 250 new
architectures per year.
The current number of distinct clusters allows

analysis of the functional divergence and evolution
of the interfaces. We further study the coverage of
protein function–function interaction maps. We
observe that the functional coverage is still not
complete; only 13 first-level GO functions out of 17
are found in the PDB. We also notice that new
interface architectures have emerged as well as
existing interface clusters have become more popu-
lated. We further observe that some interface

architectures are more favorable and frequently
used in protein–protein associations. Not surpris-
ingly, when these interface architectures are com-
pared with domain folds, we observe a high degree
of similarity. Nature appears to use similar preferred
fold templates for single chains and for interfaces.
The current protein–protein interface data set§

provides ASA, gap volume, gap volume index of the
interfaces, as well as the coordinate files of the
interface residues. Interfaces are characterized as
obligate/transient and biological/crystal. External
links to HotSprint (hot spots in interfaces),52 SCOP
and GO are given.

Fig. 9. Gene fusion example in imidazole glycerophosphate synthase enzyme. The histidine biosynthesis (c.1.2.1) and
class I glutamine amidotransferase (c.23.16.1) domains from T. maritime (1gpw A and B), T. thermophilus (1ka9 A and B)
and S. cerevisiae (1jvnA, 1ox4A) are interacting in similar ways and functioning in imidazole glycerophosphate synthase
enzyme activity.

§ http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/interface/
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Methods

The current interface data set is generated following
the flow chart in Fig. 10. Initially, binary interfaces are
extracted according to the atomic distance constraints
between residues (detailed below). Next, they are
compared structurally using the geometric hashing
algorithm and structurally clustered. Detailed informa-
tion about the clustering algorithm is available in our
previous works.9,10 Using the NOXclass algorithm, we
identified the clustered protein interfaces as biological or
nonbiological. In the second NOXclass step, biological
interfaces are characterized as obligate or nonobligate
complexes.20 Interface properties are calculated, such as
gap volume of the interfaces (using SURFNET),53

average conservation score of the interfaces (with
CONSURF)54 and ASA of the interfaces (NACCESS).
At the end of this flowchart, each interface is registered
along with its properties.

Construction of the new nonredundant data set of
protein–protein interfaces

Interface definition and extraction of interfaces from the
Protein Data Bank

An interface can be defined as the set of amino acids
that represents a region that links two polypeptide
chains in a protein structure by noncovalent interactions.
Residues interacting with each other across the binding

region form the interface between two chains. Interface
residues are selected according to the closeness of two
residues, one from each chain. We defined two types of
residues in two-chain interfaces: interacting and nearby.
If the distance between any two atoms belonging to two
residues, one from each chain, is less than the sum of
their van der Waals radii plus a 0.5 Å tolerance, these
two residues are defined as interacting. If the distance
between the alpha carbon atoms of a noninteracting
residue and an interacting residue in the same chain is
smaller than 6 Å, the noninteracting residue is flagged as
a nearby residue. Nearby residues are important for
information relating to the architecture of the interface
and are convenient in structural alignment of the
interfaces.9,10,21,55,56

The interfaces are denoted as in our previous works. If
the PDB name of a protein structure is 1fwi and there is
an interface between the chains A and C, then this
interface is named 1fwiAC.9,10 Figure 11 presents an
example of interfaces among three chains of a protein
complex (PDB ID 1fwi; chain A colored orange, chain B
red, and chain C in blue). Two interfaces are formed
between chains A–C and B–C. Chains A and B are not
close enough to form an interface. Figure 11 shows both
nearby and contacting residues. As stated above, nearby
residues are important for the continuity in the interface
architectures.
We have extracted all multi- (two or more) chain

entries from the PDB. On February 16, 2006, there were
a total of 34,817 structures. Interfaces with less than 10

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the methodology to form the protein–protein interface data set.
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interface residues were eliminated, since they are
assumed to be crystal interfaces. As a result, 49,512
two-chain interfaces were obtained.

Structural comparison of interfaces

Since protein interfaces (i) have a discontinuous
structure with two separate chains, (ii) may contain
isolated residues and (iii) do not have the residue
order, their comparison with others necessitates a
sequence-order-independent structural comparison tech-
nique. Here, the geometric hashing9,10,57 is used for
alignment. Each residue is considered as a point in 3-D
space. The algorithm uses only the Cα coordinates and
does not consider connectivity of the Cα points in the
matching. There are three consecutive steps: (i) hash
table construction, (ii) voting and (iii) extension step.

Clustering the data set depends on two principles:
homogeneity and separation. Homogeneity implies that
elements inside a cluster should be highly similar to
each other, while separation implies that elements from
different clusters should have low similarity. We have
applied iterative clustering. After each clustering cycle,
the similarity definition is relaxed. In the first cycle, the
first entry in the interface list forms a new cluster. If
the similarity between the first and second entries is
above the similarity threshold, the second interface
entry is a member of the first cluster else it forms a
new cluster. Next, the third interface is compared to
existing clusters. The first cycle continues until all
interfaces are assigned to a cluster. At the end of the
cycle, the similarity between the cluster members and
their representative should be above the current thresh-
old.

Fig. 11. Two chain protein inter-
faces of the urease (PDB ID 1fwi).
The contacting and nearby residues
of the interfaces are shown as
spheres. The chains A, B and C are
colored yellow, red and cyan. Over-
all, two interfaces are formed
between these three chains. The
first interface is between the chains
B and C. The second one is between
the chains A and C.

Table 5. The parameters used during the clustering of the interfaces

Cycle No. of interfaces
Relative connectivity

score
Minimal % amino

acid identity
Maximal amino acid size

difference between interfaces

A 49,512→35,744 0.9 90 0
B 35,744→20,921 0.9 80 3
C 20,921→14,132 0.8 50 10
D 14,132→1297 0.7 25 20
E 11,297→9533 0.6 10 40
F 9533→8205 0.5 0 50

The connectivity score takes into account the residue connectivity in the polypeptide chains. The score favors a match with consecutive
residues. The percent amino acid identity is the count of identical residues in the match divided by the total number of matched pairs. The
last column lists the difference in sizes between the interfaces within a cluster.
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Table 5 provides the iterative clustering steps and
threshold parameters used to calculate the similarities
between interfaces in this study. The first column
denotes the six consecutive clustering cycles from A to
F. The second column gives the number of interface
clusters at the beginning and end of the iteration cycle.
At the beginning of the first iteration cycle, the number
of interface clusters was the total number of two-chain
interfaces in the PDB (49,512). Following this cycle, the
number decreased to 35,744. At the end of the entire
clustering process, 8205 interface clusters are obtained.
Members of each cluster had at least 0.5 chain-
connectivity score,9,10,57 with no threshold on amino
acid identity. The maximal amino acid size difference
between interfaces is 50 residues.

Elimination of the crystal interfaces

A more rigorous elimination of the crystal complexes
is carried out next. NOXclass is used for this purpose.
The method uses six interface properties: interface area,
ratio of interface area to protein surface area, amino acid
composition of the interface, correlation between amino
acid compositions of interface and protein surface,
interface shape complementarity, and conservation of
the interface, calculated by Naccess (for the first four
parameters), Surfnet (for shape complementarity), Con-
surf (for conservation). NOXclass uses a two-stage
support vector machine. A NOXclass threshold of 80%
is used to define a biological complex.

Structural comparison of folds and interfaces

Multiprot∥ is used to structurally superimpose pro-
tein interfaces with protein folds. The input files should
be given in PDB format¶. The parameter file used
during the calculations is provided as Supplementary
Material.
A modified version of Multiprot is used to compare

two or more interfaces. Because interfaces are composed
of two chains, and most of the time only discontinuous
segments from each chain are involved in the binding,
Multiprot, which is independent of the order of the
residues on the chains is a good choice. Thus, let us
assume that we have two interfaces: Interface1 and
Interface2. The first interface is composed of chains
ChainA and ChainB, and the second of ChainC and
ChainD. All the segments from ChainA are aligned with
segments from ChainC (or ChainD) but not a combina-
tion of segments from both ChainC and D. In order to
perform structural alignment of interfaces with Multi-
prot, ChainEq 0 should be replaced by ChainEq 1 in the
parameter file.

∥http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/MultiProt/
¶The interface coordinate files are available at http://

prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/interface/

Fig. 12. Preparation of the functional network of the interfaces. Each chain that contains the respective interface is
annotated, using the GO annotations. The interaction network of these functional classes is formed from representative
interface data set. In the scheme, letter I represents an interface, R and L represent the right and left chains of the interface.
F represents the functional class of a chain. For example, for the first interface (I1), function 1 (F1) is related to function 2
(F2). Similarly, function 2 relates to function 3 (middle interface, I2), and function 1 relates to function 3 (I3). The resulting
functional network is shown at the bottom of the figure where each node represents a function and each edge indicates
functional interaction.
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Construction of the functional interaction
networks

We start with the filtered biological interface repre-
sentatives (containing 1901, after elimination of the
antigen–antibody complexes, membrane proteins, pep-
tides, synthetic proteins, etc. over interfaces identified as
biological). Each interface chain is annotated by its GO
IDs. Then, each GO ID is mapped to the first-level
molecular functions described in GO annotations. If the
function of a representative interface is unknown, the
second member in the same cluster is used. The interface
is identified as a functional representative interface and
the function is used for that cluster. As a summary, Fig.
12 illustrates the procedure for the generation of the
functional network. Here, if two chains interact with
each other through an interface, the functions of the
chains should also be related. For example, supposing
that the interface I1 is composed of the partner chains L1
and R1. The functional annotation of R1 is F1 and the
functional annotation of L1 is F2. Because these two
chains interact with each other through the interface I1,
we propose that there is a putative interaction between
functional classes F1 and F2 and an edge is put between
these two functional classes. By applying this procedure
to the whole data set, the functional interaction network
of the data set is constructeda.
Interactions taken from HPRD46,47 and Jansen's gold

standard45 data sets are also converted to functional
networks in a similar way.
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